
120ER SPECIFICATIONS*
Tractor Requirements

Minimum 35 hp (26.1kW) at the PTO 
Category 1, 3-point hitch

Cutting Width
120” (304.8 cm)

Deck Configuration
Five 25” (635 mm),

5 1/2” (139.7 mm) deep, fully articulating
Deck Height Range

1” to 4 3/4” (25.4 mm to 120.65 mm)
Overall Weight

1,150lbs (521.6 kg)
Warranty

Two years parts, one year labor

Seven 21” (533.4 mm) rotary
cutting decks with 132” (335.28 cm) 

cutting width.

The most efficient drive of any 
articulating rotary.

Individual deck rear discharge 
and mulching capabilities.

The highest cut accuracy and
quality available.

Semi-solid tires to prevent flats.

The smallest deck footprint and
lightest weight configuration available.

Used on more PGA Championship
courses than any other articulating

rotary mower.

No tools required to change
height in the field.

PULL BEHIND 721XR/XRT

PROVEN ON THE WORLD’S BEST CHAMPIONSHIP COURSES

721XR/XRT SPECIFICATIONS*
Tractor Requirements

Minimum 35 hp (26.1kW) at the PTO 
Drawbar mount, category 1, 3-point hitch (XRT)

Cutting Width
132” (335.28 cm)
Transport Width

102” (259.08 cm)†

Deck Configuration
Seven 21” (533.4 mm),

4” (101.6 mm) deep, fully articulating
Deck Height Range

1” to 4 3/4” (25.4 mm to 120.65 mm)
Overall Weight

1,250 lbs (566.9 kg)
Warranty

Two years parts, one year labor

721XR/XRT OPTIONS
029288 Mulch baffle kit

(mulch blades not included)

P128 High lift blade (standard)
P322 Gator mulching blade

P246 Low lift blade
063265 Ultra low lift blade

048898 Anti-scalp blade disc
076894 Anti-scalp kit

Southern state setup example:
Low lift blade & Anti-scalp kit

The 721XR/XRT delivers the highest quality cut available for any PTO driven rotary mower. It offers an 132” (335.28 cm) 
cut in one pass with seven 21” (533.4 mm) decks. Budget minded customers who own a tractor can pay a fraction 
compared to self-contained options. The 721XR is the original Articulator and the standard by which all other mowers 
are gauged.

*All specifications subject to change without notice. U.S. Patent No. 5,109,655

Folds up to 102” for easy transport

NEW 721XR(T) with optional Draw Bar


